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MINISTER’S LETTER
It’s ‘Ordinary Time’
So here we are in June already, where
has the time gone? All the excitement is
nearly over for another year in terms of
the Church’s calendar. For half the year,
the calendar gives us a form in which to
live and pray. It starts with the waiting
time in Advent, followed by the
celebration of Emmanuel, God coming to
be with us and we get caught up with the shepherds and the peace
of the angels at Christmas. Then after a short respite, we find
ourselves in the drama of Lent, Holy Week, Good Friday, Easter,
and Ascension and the coming of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. It all
comes thick and fast, with hardly time to catch your breath to
embrace once more the depth of God’s Grace.
And then on the day after Pentecost, the Church’s calendar says,
‘Ordinary Time resumes today,’ the name given to the parts of the
year, when there are no feasts or festivals to be observed. We
hardly notice the other period of Ordinary Time between Epiphany
and the beginning of Lent. Now six months spreads before us.
Ordinary Time, so what are we to do with it?
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Well, it’s not a time of sitting back and doing nothing in particular.
The colour of Ordinary Time is green providing it with a strong
emphasis to growth. Six months to become more like Jesus, six
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months to enter into the life of the spirit. But whatever it is, it’s hardly
ordinary. And time itself can be a great mystery. I never seem to
have enough of it! I look at the clock, get involved and engrossed in
something, look up again and time has disappeared. It’s always a
mystery to me where it goes.
Whatever our relationship to time, Ordinary Time helps us to focus
that now we have time. Time to let what we have learnt take root
and come to fruition in our lives. The real wonder of God coming in
human form at Christmas in the incarnation is that God now meets
us in time, in the ordinary and extraordinary events and encounters
of daily life. God is always stepping into our ordinary time,
challenging and surprising us into new awareness. We don’t have to
wait until Advent comes round to be alert, to take notice, to remind
ourselves to look for the signs of God being present in the things
that we do and the people that we meet and the events of our world.
We have time now to grow, to be nourished by God’s love, to be
strengthened in faith, to be built up in hope and share our joys with
others, all in the name of Jesus.
Every blessing,
Rev
Tanya

FROM AN INDIAN DOCTOR
Social distancing is a privilege.
It means you have a house large enough to practice it.
Hand washing is a privilege too.
It means you have access to running water.
Hand sanitizers are a privilege.
It means you have the money to buy them.
Lockdowns are a privilege.
It means you can afford to be at home.
A disease spread by the rich as they flew around the globe will now
kill millions of the poor.
With thanks to Beckie Stennett
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WORSHIP IN JUNE
Lidgett Park (also on zoom):
6 June

10.30 Revd Andrew Atkins

13 June

10.30 Dr Stanley Pearson

20 June

10.30 Mr David Laycock

27 June

10.30 Revd John Sadler

Shadwell:
6 June

9.30

Mrs Susan Howdle

13 June

9.30

Mr Andy Birkett

20 June

9.30

Prof Peter Howdle

27 June

9.30

Revd Edward Sake

A sight to lift the
spirits in a cold spring

To book a place to attend the 10.30 am Sunday Service at LPMC,
please contact Sue Wittrick 0113-2613392 or
suewittrick@yahoo.co.uk
To book a place to attend the 9.30 am service at Shadwell either
email or telephone Emelia Peterson anytime between Thursday
afternoon and Saturday noon.
(emeliadp@gmail.com 01132892147)

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
It is intended to hold a General Church Meeting on Saturday
25th September. This is a call for people to send me summaries
of church activities with which they have been involved during the
last 18 months for publication in the combined July/August issue
of The Link.
We are also inviting people to submit ideas to the July/August
Link for next year’s Church Project.
Editor
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PRAYER FOR CHANGE
This prayer also appears in the magazines of our covenanting
churches, St Andrew’s and St Edmund’s
Father, Son and Holy Spirit bless me with the true wisdom of the
blessed Trinity that I may cease to allow arguments about your
truth to hinder my discipleship of you. May I question only to
discern your calling for me, to gain a better understanding of you
and to walker ever closer with you.
Amen
I am very grateful to Prof Joyce Hill for allowing us to reproduce
articles from her blog. Our son, David, was Christened at St
Columba’s Church in Fareham so I was interested to learn that his
feast day is in June. Ed.
ST COLUMBA
St Columba, whose feast-day we celebrate on 9 June, was one of
the great Irish saints of the early middle ages, famed above all for
his founding of the monastery of Iona. Columba, or Columcille as
he is commonly known in Ireland, died in 597, the year that St
Augustine landed in Kent on a mission from Pope Gregory the
Great. The monastery flourished and when, in the early 630s, King
Oswald of Northumbria wanted a missionary to convert his people,
it was to Iona that he turned. In his eyes this was a major centre of
the Celtic tradition of Christianity into which he himself had been
converted when in exile in the kingdom of Dal Riata, in what is
now southwest Scotland. The Northumbrian mission was headed
by St Aidan, to whom Oswald granted Lindisfarne, which soon
became another beacon of Christianity. Although, in 664 at the
Synod of Whitby, the Northumbrian church decided to follow the
traditions of the Roman church rather than the Celtic, close
contacts continued between the monasteries of both traditions.
This fostered learning and manuscript production, giving us, for
example, the Lindisfarne Gospels, whose illuminations draw upon
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Roman and Celtic art. Iona seems remote to us now, but in
Columba’s lifetime and for centuries after it was in the middle of
the highway of the sea, which offered easier travel than was then
possible across land.
The earliest account of Columba’s life was written by Adomnán,
ninth abbot of Iona, who died in 704. It’s very much a saint’s life,
Book 1 being devoted to his prophetic revelations, Book 2 to his
miraculous powers, and Book 3 to various apparitions which were
seen by Columba and those seen by other regarding Columba
himself. But if we piece together the details that emerge from this
and take account also of references in other texts, such as Bede’s
Ecclesiastical History, we can work out that Columba was born
round about 521 into a family that was the ruling dynasty of
Donegal. He became a priest, studied under several teachers,
and reputedly founded a number of churches and monasteries.
But his life began to change in 561 when he took sides in a
political dispute. This led to his censure at a synod convened by
his family’s political opponents, and in 563 Columba left Ireland,
heading for the Scottish mainland. There Conall, king of Dal Riata
— who was probably also his kinsman — gave him the island of
Iona, where he established his monastery. For the rest of his life
he was the leading religious leader in Dal Riata, but he also
maintained close links with northern Ireland and played a part, as
religious leaders often did, in political affairs. He is also said to
have consecrated Conall’s successor as king, and to have
travelled to the land of the Picts in eastern Scotland, converting
the people and founding churches.
Columba’s departure from Ireland in 563 is customarily
represented as an act of expiation on his part: the synod’s
censure may have been politically engineered, but it appears that
Columba had a troubled conscience about what had brought this
about. Politically his departure could be described as ‘exile’ but it
is more usually set within the tradition of ‘pilgrimage for the love
of God’, peregrinatio pro amore Dei. This was a powerful concept
within the Celtic church: saints would let the waves take them
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where God willed, and then, depending on the landfall, live out
their lives as missionaries or hermits.
Joyce Hill
REMEMBERING
IRENE BELL 30/04/31 - 29/04/2021
Irene was on the pastoral role at Lidgett Park and a resident at
MHA Gledhow Christian Care Home. Her pastoral visitor was
Margaret Sapsford. Her stepdaughter, Diane Paterson, writes she
moved from her home in Sheffield to Gledhow in 2015 to be nearer
her family. She had a stroke in 2003 at the age of 62. Following the
death of her husband shortly afterwards she managed with family
support for many years but became increasingly anxious and
dependent and this led to the move to Leeds. Her funeral was on
Wednesday 19th May.
He will wipe every tear from their eyes.There will be no more death
or mourning or crying or pain, for the old order of things has
passed away. Rev: 21.4.
PETER FRANCIS MALIA 9/06/1944 - 19/04/2021.
We remember Liz Malia and her family and hold
them in our thoughts and prayers following the
death of her husband, Peter. Peter and Liz
married at Lidgett Park Methodist Church in
1968. Although not a regular church attender he
was a staunch supporter of Liz in her work for the
Methodist Church in Shadwell as well as being a
prominent member of the community in Shadwell
for nearly 50 years. He regularly won prizes for his art work at the
annual Flower Show of the Horticultural Society and was a staunch
supporter of Shadwell Methodist Church in its social and fund
raising events. He will be sorely missed.
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The Revd John Sadler is preaching at Lidgett of Sunday 27th
June and will be referring to the words of the poem below in
his sermon. Ed
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BOOK REVIEW: Agent Sonya. Lover, Mother, Soldier, Spy by
Ben Macintyre, 2020.
Malcolm Muggeridge called his memoirs Chronicles of Wasted
Time, and, though he never lived long enough to complete all the
planned volumes, he did manage to get across two things. One
was that there was plenty of evidence that the Soviet Union of the
1930s was a tyranny, but that Western journalists led the way in
suppressing it. Thus, when Muggeridge told the truth about the
famine in the Ukraine that Stalin induced, Walter Duranty, writing in
The New York Times, denied there was any famine and he was
awarded a Pulitzer Prize. Like modern academic life, it seems only
a particular set of views were allowed those days in the world of
journalism. Later, during the Second World War, Muggeridge
worked in MI6, and came to wonder if this intelligence organization
served any useful purpose. The infamous Cambridge spies were
not exactly difficult to detect, and the same was true of George
Blake, the Soviet master spy, who died in 2020. After the Soviet
Union had collapsed, Blake declared, 'Communism is in a way a
perfect society, and we are not perfect people, and imperfect
people cannot build a perfect society.' As a former Communist,
David Aaronovitch, commented: 'Actual human beings, it turned
out, were not just good enough. Communism didn't fail – people
did.That is a chilling creed.' You don't win prizes for guessing what
the fate of those who did not cooperate with the system would
be.The idealists who helped Blake escape from a UK prison were
amused that when they took him to East Germany he was shocked
by the machine guns, the watchtowers, and the aggressive guards.
So, Communism wasn't then a form of heaven on earth. What a
surprise!
Not all spies were that easy to spot, though, as Ben Macintyre, the
Crown Prince of writers about espionage, makes clear in his latest
book. 'In a quiet English village in 1942, an elegant housewife
emerged from her cottage to go on her usual bike ride,' Macintyre
wrote, 'However, rather than pedalling towards the shops with her
ration book, she was racing through the Oxfordshire countryside to
gather intelligence from one of the country's most brilliant nuclear
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physicists. Secrets that she would transmit to Soviet intelligence
headquarters via the radio transmitter she was hiding in her outdoor
privy. Far from being a British housewife, Mrs Burton – born Ursula
Kuczynski, and codenamed “Sonya” - was a German Jew, a
dedicated Communist, a Colonel in the Red Army, and a highly
trained spy [who helped] the Soviet Union build the atom bomb,
[and took part in] some of the most dangerous espionage operations
of the twentieth century.' The nuclear scientist for whom 'Sonya'
acted as a contact was, of course, Klaus Fuchs, and on 1 April 1950
he was sentenced to 14 years in jail for his treachery. When
interviewed by MI5 later, he disloyally identified 'Sonya' as his
contact. On 30 March 1950, though, 'Sonya' and her family had
flown to Berlin. MI5 and Oxford police competed in showing their
incompetence, and literally lied about when she made her escape,
even suggesting the date was 1947. Indeed, she was interviewed by
Jim Skardon of MI5, who was supposed to be a skilled interrogator.
He was to misjudge, and declare innocent, Kim Philby, Anthony
Blunt, John Cairncross, and Edith Tudor-Hunt, who had first
recommended Philby to the KGB. As Macintyre remarked, 'for a
celebrated spy catcher, he was remarkably bad at catching spies.'
He was an upper middle class type totally unsuited to dealing with
'hard boiled Soviet spies,' and he was especially hopeless at dealing
with women. 'Sonya' dealt with him easily, and got away easily
enough to East Germany three years later. Once there, she gave up
spying, and did various jobs for the East German authorities, who
were not that welcoming in part because she was Jewish.
Eventually, 'Sonya' ceased to be Ursula, and became Ruth Werner,
writing across the range of fiction. In 1956, when Krushchev
denounced Stalin, and told the truth about the purges, she was
appalled and furious, though being well aware that like millions of
others she had looked away. The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989
came as a shock to her. Though she predicted it would lead to 'a
new era of reformed Communism, but what took place was the
reunification of Germany and the collapse of Communism. 'It does
not change my own view of how the world should be,' she said, 'but
it does create in me a certain hopelessness, which I never had
before.' A few weeks after she died, Russia's President Putin signed
a decree proclaiming her a 'super agent of military intelligence' and
awarded her the Order of Friendship.
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So 'Sonya' fooled the British Establishment much like Melita
Norwood, exposed in 1999, did, as she came home laden with
shopping and dubbed 'The Spy Who Came In From The Co-op.'
Norwood got a congratulatory message from 'Sonya.' That the
powers that be underestimated these spies because they were
women would be denied these days, but this seems obvious.
Macintyre's book is up to his usual very high standard.
GEOFFREY K FRY
LOCKDOWN MUSING
Jan sent the following to me just too late for the May Link but what
she says is important so I include it this month. Ed
I drove by Lidgett Park Church the other day thinking about how I
miss going into church and absorbing the atmosphere.
Tied to the railings is a poster declaring ‘Welcome’ which is, sadly,
what we are not able to do.
The current restrictions seem weightier than before perhaps
because of the dark mornings and the early hour when we need to
put the lights on. So, I wonder if we could start to share ideas
about how we might begin to welcome people to the Church
as soon as it becomes possible.
The group which worked out what had to be done to enable
Sunday services last summer did a thorough job and the teams of
assistants leaned their tasks. So, when the time comes it would be
possible to restart quickly. But how long will current restrictions
continue?
Meanwhile are there other things we could do? Could we open the
church and the new doors for one or two hours a week with some
recorded music and two of us available to be there.
Our church garden could be a peaceful shared space for the
community – perhaps with one or two garden seats so that people
would feel able to sit and relax.
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Church buildings are set in residential communities as a sign of
God’s care, and I feel that we could begin to plan for more than the
dark and silent presence.
Perhaps we could start a conversation. I’ll be happy to read any
thoughts you may have: jan.steph14@gmail.com. Jan Rippin
HOW TO HIDE JESUS
There are people after Jesus.
They have seen the signs.
Quick, let’s hide him.
Let’s think; carpenter,
fisherman’s friend,
disturber of religious comfort.
Let’s award him a degree in theology,
a purple cassock
and a position of respect.
They’ll never think of looking here.
Let’s think;
his dialect may betray him,
his tongue is of the masses.
Let’s teach him Latin
and seventeenth-century English,
they’ll never think of listening in.
Let’s think;
humble,
man of sorrows,
nowhere to lay his head.
We’ll build a house for him,
somewhere away from the poor.
We’ll fill it with brass and silence.
It's sure to throw them off.
There are people after Jesus.
Quick, let’s hide him.
Steve Turner, ‘How to Hide Jesus”, in Up to Date: Poems
1968-1982 (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1983), 95.
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BOOK REVIEW
Extracts from Building a Better World for All by Mark Carney.
The above article appeared in the Guardian (13th March 2021 p.
17) and I think the following points are worth highlighting. I am
grateful to Jan Rippin for bringing it to my attention. Mark Carney
expresses the view that there has been a collapse in public trust
in elites, globalisation and technology and that this reflects a
common crisis in values. Does the very act of valuation (in the
market sense of putting a price on something) affect the values of
our society? If the value of some thing, act or person becomes
equated with its monetary cost then there is the danger that this
erodes certain moral and civic values. In the words of Oscar
Wilde, we “know the price of everything but the value of nothing.”
He goes on to give examples of where this can be a danger. In
the sphere of human relationships and civic practices, putting a
monetary value or cost on things can change the character of
what we do. He cites activities such as bringing up children and
teaching and it becomes relevant when we contemplate the costs
to society, to future generations and to our planet of such a shortterm approach.
The error of this, he claims, has been demonstrated by responses
to the pandemic.” None of the voluntary groups that formed
spontaneously were paid for the makeshift PPE and protective
masks they created and donated. A call for volunteers to help the
NHS was met with over a million people within days. No citizen
drew on a government payment to help elderly neighbours or the
homeless in their communities.” The moral error of mainstream
economists is to treat civic and social virtues as scarce
commodities whereas the evidence of the response to the
pandemic is that the opposite seems to be true, namely, that
public spiritedness is alive and well and increases with its
practice. The narrow view of the markets is out of step with the
way many (most?) people feel and behave, and this, I think, is a
cause for optimism.
Stan Pearson
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YEAR OF WONDERS – A Reflection on 2020-20221
The phrase ‘Year of Wonders’ is the title of a novel by Geraldine
Brooks which starts in spring 1666, when the Great Plague
reaches the village of Eyam. Based on a true story it tells how the
villagers elect to isolate themselves to slow the spread of the
disease and how they deal with the fear, fanaticism, relationships,
love, and the struggles of seventeenth century religion and
science to understand the world at that time.
Nearly four hundred years later we too have had to isolate
ourselves and deal with fear of the unknown, separation, loss of
jobs, the death of people close to us and if, as Christians, we
could face these situations with hope.
Like many of you I know, the hardest thing for me during the
lockdowns is missing my family, especially my grandchildren, and
as they live some miles away, Cheshire and Buckinghamshire, I
could not even see them from a distance. I also missed the
activities I enjoy with friends, travelling here and abroad and my
church life. I really miss not being able to worship in church with
my church family, bible study group, helping with Mums and
Toddlers, coffee mornings for our church project, ecumenical
meetings and all the activities associated with belonging to a
church. It has also been difficult to fulfil my role as a Circuit
Steward. I can’t meet directly with other members of the team,
visit other churches, check on manses, attend church councils
and care for our minsters, deacon and layworkers as I would like
to.
However, there have been some wonderful experiences and
possibilities for which I am so grateful. Although I couldn’t see my
grandchildren and give them a hug we have been able to speak
on FaceTime and Zoom and send photos and messages through
Whats App. I was also able to use FaceTime to help with
homeschooling two of my granddaughters which gave me great
pleasure and I hope was beneficial to them. I have also been able
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to keep in touch with friends through phone calls, emails, text
messages and more recently walking with them individually. And,
of course, wherever we are, we can pray for one another.
I love walking and almost every day these twelve months I have
walked in the countryside around where I live. I am lucky that I
have the physical ability to do this and many footpaths from my
home to enjoy. I have been able to experience the changes in the
seasons more closely and appreciate the beauties of spring
flowers, the birth of young animals, the colours of summer and
autumn and the sparkling frost on the branches of the trees in
winter- all on my doorstep.I could not worship in church but I am
uplifted by the glory of God’s creation.
The churches in the circuit have done a wonderful job of enabling
us to worship on zoom and the circuit staff have presented an
excellent weekly service on YouTube. For those not able to
access these there have been hard copies of services for them to
follow and perhaps even more important, churches have made
every effort to ensure that pastoral care for everyone has
continued. Meeting Point has been unable to open as a café but
is doing a remarkable job working with a local school as a
Foodbank to the community. I also think the circuit has become
more connected. By listening to the services on YouTube we have
become more familiar with ministers across the circuit and
through zoom we could share services at churches other than our
own. I have recently attended a Lent Bible Study on zoom with
members from Colton and Crossgates which was an opportunity
to meet new people and I have valued the two booklets we were
given on Advent and Lent. In spite of all the difficulties the circuit
has also been forward looking. I am very excited about the
Strategies which the Circuit Meeting accepted and which, with
God’s help, will enable us to put our faith into practice through
mission and evangelism.
We cannot underestimate how much we owe to the NHS and all
who have worked so selflessly to help us cope with this crisis.
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For workers in Care Homes who, sometimes at great cost, have
cared for the elderly and vulnerable. The scientists who, in such a
short time, have produced effective vaccines and all those who
have enabled millions to be vaccinated. There have also been
many examples around the country of ‘ loving your neighbour’.
But we must also accept that many of those who have kept
society going by delivering food, emptying bins, driving public
transport, working in supermarkets are not at the top of the salary
scales and many people were more susceptible to Covid 19
because of their poor living conditions. This inequality in society
should not continue. If we have enjoyed walking and seeing the
wonders of creation then we must also take seriously the
concerns for climate change.
People often talk about ‘a return to normal’ but I am not sure that
is what we should be considering, even if it is possible. I believe
we should hang on to those wonderful things that have inspired us
and helped us to cope with this pandemic and do all we can to
ensure the suffering, stress, inequality and damage to the
environment it has revealed are removed. We pray ‘Thy kingdom
come’ and we have to try to make that possible.
Barbara Belsham March 2021

FEEDBACK
I was interested and reassured by John Summerwill regarding the
cross in Christian belief. I've long been revolted by the
assumption, displayed even in some modern hymns, that Jesus
crucifixion served to satisfy a wrathful God. What kind of a father
would that be? Self sacrifice is one thing, sacrifice of an innocent
victim is altogether different. As children in Sunday school we
were taught how Abraham was willing to sacrifice his son, so
making him a hero of the faith. Really? He should have been
prosecuted for child abuse, even more so because of what he'd
already done to Ishmael. Once again I'm reading books I've had
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for years( very lockdown, a bit like making sourdough bread which
I'm still doing!), most recently "For Christ’s Sake" by a Canadian,
Tom Harpur. He debunks a few of the things we seem to have been
expected to believe, mainly that neither Jesus himself nor his
disciples and apostles claimed he was God. He firmly believes in
the resurrection as something done by God. I doubt if I'll ever be
able to unravel the complexities of divinity and humanity and all the
possible explanations, but the book did give me a great deal to
think about. Once more, if anyone wants to borrow it and see what
they make of it, it's here!
Pat Nolan.
Thank you for the feedback Pat. People do tell me what they think
about the Link, but usually in conversation, so it is nice to have
something I can share. Ed.
WHAT’S IN A NAME?
How did Lidgett Park Methodist Church get its name? I don’t know
for certain, so what follows is a mixture of evidenced record and
guesswork. There are probably others who know better, and will, I
hope, say so.
The Lidgett bit comes from the Old English ‘hlid-geat’, which means
a hinged gate such as was used to keep animals enclosed. There
are three Lidgett Lanes in Leeds—ours and the ones in Garforth
and Pudsey. All would have been roads leading to the moor where
sheep and cattle were grazed, shut out from the cultivated fields
and populated areas by the lidgate. There was no Lidgett Park in
our area—at least, not in the sense of the parkland around a stately
home or manor house, let alone a pleasure garden. On the 1906
Ordnance Survey map, which shows our community hall as
‘Methodist Church (Wesleyan)’, Lidgett Farm is on Lidgett Lane
opposite the Chandoses and most of the land around is
undeveloped. Lidgett Park is the name for the land east of the
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church. I guess it was a building planner’s name for an area due
shortly to be populated with upmarket new houses.
According to a history of our church written by Jim Faint (recently
added to our website) the church was at first called Gledhow
Wesleyan Church. I don’t know when Gledhow was changed to
Lidgett Park. Do you? Presumably it was between the beginning of
the scheme for expansion in 1910 and the opening of our current
chapel in 1926.
One thing we do know is that there was no connection with the
Revd Dr John Scott Lidgett, who in 1908 became President of the
Wesleyan Methodist Conference. Scott Lidgett lived almost all of
his life in or near London.
Known as ‘the Archbishop of Methodism’, and as ‘the greatest
Methodist since Wesley’, he was a hugely prominent and influential
figure in his day. His grandfather, John Scott, was a notable
Methodist, the founder and first principal of Westminster Training
College. John Scott Lidgett, son of a shipowner, was born in
Lewisham in 1854, took his BA in London University in 1874,
followed by his MA a year later. He then entered the Wesleyan
ministry. His doctorate, a DD, was awarded by the University of
Aberdeen for the second of some seven major theological books
that he published. This one was The Fatherhood of God (1902).
Lidgett was a liberal in theology, rejecting the penal substitution
doctrine of the atonement. He promoted the ‘social gospel’—a
focus on service and practical measures to bring the values of the
Kingdom of God into the lives of the most deprived. He established
the Bermondsey Settlement and was its Warden from 1892 to
1949. Like other settlement houses it brought middle-class
volunteers to live in a poor neighbourhood and share their
knowledge and culture. It offered social, health and educational
services to the poor, including music and dance. He was also a
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strong advocate of the Wesley Guild, founded principally for young
people, which grew to over 150,000 members by 1900. Christ
Church is the only church in our circuit that has still has a Guild, and
Treloyhan Manor in St Ives, bankrupted by the pandemic, was the
last of the Wesley Guild Holiday Homes. Many will remember with
affection and gratitude the fellowship and the broadening of their
own outlook and character that came to them through the Wesley
Guild with its programme of varied spiritual, social, educational and
recreational activities that was once a standard feature of Methodist
churches.
There was one thing that John Scott Lidgett did that directly
impacted upon the name of our church. Lidgett was strongly
committed to ecumenism and was the key player in the move to
reunite the divided branches of Methodism. In 1932 he achieved his
goal when he brought together the Wesleyans, Primitive and United
Methodists into the Methodist Church of Great Britain, of which he
was the first President of Conference. So Lidgett Park Wesleyan
Methodist Church dropped the word ‘Wesleyan’.
Lidgett worked as strenuously and effectively outside the church as
within it. He led the Progressive Party on the London County
Council and became an alderman. He was Vice-Chancellor of
London University and chairman of the executive committee of the
Central Council for nursing. His public work won him the highest of
accolades when the King made him a Companion of Honour in
1933.
Lidgett loved to set the cat among the pigeons. As the guest
speaker at a Sunday School Anniversary in Tunstall he found the
proceedings appallingly solemn and dull, so at the interval he asked
the chairman if he could offer a prize. This was agreed. The hall
was a huge three-decker building supported by tall pillars. When
proceedings resumed he called the boys to take up stations at the
pillars and set them off on a race to shin to the top.
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On another boring occasion, the opening of a social institute, he
responded to a laudatory speech about his numerous political
achievements by saying, ‘I don’t know what bearing these matters
have upon the present occasion, but I will tell you what is of
importance to it. I am the proprietor of a Thurston’s billiard table,
and I am known to His Majesty’s Excise as a licenced retailer of
tobacco and snuff.’ He then discoursed upon the religious, as well
as social value, of the work in which they were engaged.
When an artist completed his portrait of Lidgett at the age of
seventy-five, the artist, a younger man, said to him: ‘Doctor, I
should like to paint you when you reach your hundredth birthday.’
Lidgett, looking him up and down, replied: ‘Well, I don’t see why
you shouldn’t; you look quite strong and healthy.’
He was 95 when he finally, and reluctantly, retired as Chair of the
Third London Methodist District! He died in 1953, aged 98.
John S. Summerwill
GOOD NEWS FOR A CHANGE
I came across this 'Letter To The Editor' in the i newspaper
recently. Since it contains good news for a change, I thought it
was worth sharing with readers of The Link.
“ I am 81 and use a walking stick. I plucked up my courage to visit
friends by train and had to cross London by Tube. Steps and a
suitcase were of concern, but I received so much help that I will
do it again. My case was carried up and down steps and in and
out of trains; seats were always offered. London is full of kind
people. It made me be hopeful about the future.”
Name given, Norwich
Thankfully, there are many kind and thoughtful people in all parts
of our country. The sad thing is that we very rarely hear or read
about them. Gerry Leake
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Reproduced with the permission of the BBC
Covid-19 has cast a long shadow over humankind. We’re looking
forward to the end of many restrictions in this country, but people in
India and elsewhere continue to suffer. It’s hard to take in death,
bereavement and trauma in such vast numbers, but sometimes a
story emerges from the darkness which is luminous with hope.
That’s how I felt when I read about 27-year-old Welsh woman
Marriam Ahmad and her baby Khadija, who was delivered by
Caesarean section at 29 weeks when Marriam was in an induced
coma on a ventilator with Covid. She had been told to say goodbye
to her loved ones for she may not wake up, but to the amazement of
the doctors she awoke the day after her baby was born. They are
now at home and at three and a half months Khadija is thriving.
Such stories remind us that every Covid statistic is a unique human
being with a story to tell. So much of our public discourse is about
facts and figures, but it’s the lives, not the numbers, which give us a
sense of reality and meaning about the world. This is true of many
news items which capture our imaginations by inviting us into the
dramas beyond the headlines.
One such story was that of the young Minke whale sadly stranded in
the Thames these last few days. Some scientists suggest that the
environmental crisis might contribute to the growing number of
whales and other sea creatures which end up being beached or
trapped in inland waterways. It’s when these become close
encounters, narratives to which we can relate, that such events
connect with us in a fundamental way. To say this is not to discount
the importance of science and statistics, but these need to be
interpreted in language that arouses our compassion and moves us
to act out of a personal response to what we’re being told.
In Pope Francis’s encyclical on the environment, Laudato Si’, he
writes that 'The entire material universe speaks of God’s love, his
boundless affection for us. … everything is, as it were, a caress of
God.’ Environmentalist Mary Colwell observes, ‘Love, affection,
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God, caress – four words I have never heard in any environmental
meeting. Please, please, environmental world, can you only use
words that are used in poems, because actually, love of the earth
is all about love – it’s all about our emotional response to what’s
around us, to what we’re part of.’ (Colwell 2018)
Its stories, not statistics, which humanise the news and enable us
to discover our place of belonging and relating within the mystery
of life.
Professor Tina Beattie 11/05/21
STOP PRESS
AFTERNOON CREAM TEA AT HOME. SATURDAY JUNE 19TH
For their final baking offer before, hopefully, Coffee Mornings
restart, the Project Group are again offering an “Afternoon Tea At
Home”. This will comprise of either a fruit scone, strawberry jam,
butter and clotted cream or a savoury selection with cheese
scone, onion marmalade and individual cheese portion, together
with tea bags to make your own cuppa!
More details will be sent out via the Church Notices, by email or
can be obtained from Margaret Farrar (margaretf1@live.co.uk.)
A MISCELLANY
A good sermon helps in two ways - some rise from it strengthened,
others wake up refreshed.
With thanks to Cookridge Church Magazine
If you ever think the grass is greener on the other side of the
fence, it's time to start watering your own. Bear Grylls
The problem with the world is that fools and fanatics are always so
certain of themselves, and wiser people so full of doubts.
Bertrand Russell
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